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REPLY COMMENT

Elephant seal foraging dives do indeed track prey
distribution, but temperature influences the
distribution of prey: Reply to Boersch-Supan et al.
(2012)
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ABSTRACT: McIntyre et al. (2011a; Mar Ecol Prog Ser 441:257−272) illustrated a number of relationships between environmental variables and the dive behaviour of satellite-tracked southern
elephant seals Mirounga leonina. One of these associations was that seals tended to increase their
dive depths and spend less time at targeted dive depths when swimming in warmer waters.
Boersch-Supan et al.’s (2012; Mar Ecol Prog Ser 461:293−298) comment on this study suggests that
the link described between dive depths and in situ temperature is actually a link between dive
depths and prey distribution. We do not dispute this assertion, having discussed this likelihood in
McIntyre et al. (2011a). Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) further provide a number of criticisms, based
partly on their observations of potential prey distributions within a comparatively small geographic area. We argue that their results are not directly comparable to those presented in
McIntyre et al. (2011a) given the limited spatial overlap of the study areas and sparse, small-scale
dataset presented. We further provide replies to technical comments by Boersch-Supan et al.
(2012) pertaining to our data analyses.
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We undertook a comprehensive statistical analysis,
using time-depth profile data obtained from 149 916
dives undertaken by southern elephant seals Mirounga leonina to show that elephant seals of the
Marion Island population alter their dive behaviour
in waters of differing temperatures (McIntyre et al.
2011a). Various other factors were taken into account
in this investigation and shown to also influence the

dive depths and relative times spent at depth by our
study population. Temperature-at-depth was one of
the variables that consistently showed a positive relationship with dive depths (seals diving deeper in
warmer waters) and a negative relationship with a
time-at-depth index (seals spending less time during
the bottom phases of dives in warmer waters). We
concluded that this relationship was likely to be due
to differences in prey distribution associated with different temperature regimes (and likely other oceano-
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graphic features) — suitable prey species tending to
occur at deeper depths in warmer waters. This overall tendency led us to hypothesise that distribution
shifts of potential prey species (either poleward
and/or to deeper depths) associated with a warming
ocean, will likely lead to the Marion Island elephant
seal population incurring greater physiological costs
associated with hunting for prey.
Boersch-Supan et al. (2012, this volume) argue that
our analyses were unsuitable for detecting effects of
climate change on the behaviour of elephant seals,
based partly on their observations from a single
cruise, presenting a snapshot of conditions within a
limited area of the Southwest Indian Ocean, as well
as some technical comments on the methods we followed. Here, we illustrate that the data reported by
Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) are not informative in the
context of our study, and we provide arguments in
favour of our analyses and discussion in McIntyre et
al. (2011a).

Limited spatial overlap in study areas
Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) report echogram and
CTD (12 CTD casts in total) data collected along a
single transect between 38° and ~41.5° S (no longitude data provided) at an unreported time of year.
This transect crosses the Subantarctic Front and
illustrates differences in the vertical structure of
backscatter layers (indicative of biomass distribution)
on either side of the front. However, the seals tracked
in our sample spent very little time in the latitudinal
area sampled by Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) — the
median latitudinal location of the dive records presented in McIntyre et al. (2011a) is 47.6° S (range:
39.3° to 69.8° S). In fact, less than 1.5% of the dives
analysed in our study fall within the latitudinal range
reported on by Boersch-Supan et al. (2012). This lack
of overlap with the area utilised by the seals from our
study severely limits the usefulness of their echogram dataset in interpreting the behaviour displayed
by the tracked seals and makes comparisons between the 2 datasets uninformative.

Temperature, frontal zone positions, daily averages
and seasonal effects
Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) suggest that it would
have been more appropriate to use in situ temperatures recorded at foraging depth, instead of the maximum temperature recorded below 100 m during a

dive (Tmax100). For our assessment we required a
parameter that would provide some information on
the general water structure where the seals were diving. Since elephant seals display much variability in
the depths that they dive to (McIntyre et al. 2011b,
in press), it would not have been informative about
the water structure to use the temperature recorded
at foraging depth. Since we used Tmax100 as an indication of the general water temperature structure,
rather than an ocean warming indicator as stated by
Boersch-Supan et al. (2012), our analyses remain
valid. Furthermore, since the seals tracked in our
study often crossed the Polar Front, the water structure did not always show a monotonic decline in temperature as depths increased beyond shallow temperature maxima, resulting in Tmax100 values that
were often recorded at depths between 200 and
800 m (Fig. 1). This also makes Boersch-Supan et al.’s
(2012) comment regarding the definition of frontal
locations based on temperature at 100 m irrelevant
to our study, given that Tmax100 is not the same as
temperature at 100 m in our samples.
In the models used for the analyses of the data presented in McIntyre et al. (2011a), we incorporated a
factor to explicitly quantify the effect of dive location
in relation to frontal locations. In contrast to what
Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) suggested, this factor
was retained in 3 of the 4 models explaining dive
depths recorded by the seals in our sample (daytime
dive depths for males and females as well as nighttime dive depths for females). This result supports
Boersch-Supan et al.’s (2012) observation that biomass distributions do indeed differ between frontal
zones. However, Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) further
suggest that the reason this factor was dropped from
some of the final models in our study was likely due
to a colinearity between the Tmax100 values and the
positions relative to frontal zones (based on their
assumption that the Tmax100 values were always
recorded close to 100 m depth, and therefore were
suggestive of frontal location). Instead, this factor
was dropped from some of our models because most
of the dives in our sample were recorded interfrontally, between the Subantarctic Front and the
Antarctic Polar Front. This ‘skew’ in the data meant
that the effect of frontal zone on the behaviour of
tracked seals would have had to be comparatively
large (compared to other environmental variables) to
have substantial influence in the final models
selected. The retention of frontal zone in the final
models for dive depths suggests a comparatively
strong influence of frontal zone on the dive depths
displayed by the tracked seals.
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Effect sizes, time-at-depth and
foraging success
On average, Marion Island elephant
seals dive deeper (and longer) than
those from any other population, with
adult males diving to daytime depths
of 618.1 ± 258.6 m (± SD), and adult
females to 552.2 ± 170.1 m (McIntyre
et al. 2011b, in press). Boersch-Supan
et al. (2012) question the biological
relevance of the statistical relationships we described between temperature at depth and dive behavioural
parameters. We agree that the effect
Fig. 1. Depths at which the maximum temperature recorded below 100 m
(Tmax100) values were recorded at various latitudinal positions by McIntyre
sizes suggested by our models are
et al. (2011a)
comparatively small (for males in the
region of 1 m °C−1, and for females
As stated in McIntyre et al. (2011a), transmitted
approximately 10 m °C−1) when only temperature at
dive and temperature profiles do not necessarily
depth is considered. However, given the comparacorrespond either temporally or spatially with one
tively extreme dive depths reached by seals from
another due to the storage of information onboard
Marion Island, and the seals’ extreme lifestyle
the satellite-relay data loggers prior to transmission.
whereby they spend > 80% of their lives at sea, and
For this reason we used daily averaged values to
> 65% at depths deeper than 100 m (McIntyre et al.
assist in the temporal aligning of behavioural para2010), the accumulated increases in dive depth assometers with environmental variables. Such analysis
ciated with warmer water temperatures are likely to
obviously results in extensive loss of detail within the
result in long-term increased physiological costs
dataset, which is not ideal. While we could potenassociated with diving. Also, individual differences
tially have used a finer temporal scale, this would
in behaviour were accounted for in our models by
likely not have substantially improved our results,
specifying individual seals as random effects and calparticularly given the tendency of elephant seals to
culating the variance thereby explained. This sugspend extended periods of time within restricted
gested substantial differences in behaviour among
areas while foraging (e.g. Campagna et al. 2007,
males (not females), resulting in some males increasTosh et al. 2009). These extended residence times
ing their dive depths substantially more with
at sea would have greatly reduced the loss of inincreases in temperature than the model coefficients
formation.
suggest. The potential lifetime costs associated with
Boersch-Supan et al. (2012) criticise the omission of
such extreme diving is unknown at this stage, but
season as a factor in our assessment of environmental
circumstantial evidence such as the comparatively
influences on the dive behaviour of elephant seals;
younger breeding ages (de Bruyn 2009), as well as
however, we included migration stage (post-breeddeeper diving (McIntyre et al. 2010) of Marion Island
ing vs. post-moult, a proxy for time of year) in all
elephant seals compared to other populations,
models. Elephant seals mostly haul out onto land
suggest a potential influence worthy of further
twice a year: once for the annual breeding season
study. We have preliminarily labelled this a ‘deeper
(austral spring), and once for the obligatory annual
diving−shorter life’ hypothesis.
moult (austral summer) (Le Boeuf & Laws 1994).
A further criticism from Boersch-Supan et al. (2012)
This results in 2 ‘migration stages’ identified within
regards our interpretation of the link between a timeour sample that loosely correspond to overwintering
at-depth index and temperature at depth. We re(post-moult), and summer (post-breeding) migraported that seals tended to spend less time during the
tions. While seasonality could perhaps have been
bottom phases of dives when they were foraging in
included at a finer temporal scale, the overall influwarmer water. We suggested that seals were spendence of season (winter vs. summer) was taken into
ing less time at profitable foraging depths when
account through the incorporation of migration stage
employing dives with shorter bottom phases, and
into all initial models.
were therefore likely to be less successful foragers.
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No assessment of forage success was undertaken in
Conclusions
our study due to a lack of available data on the body
condition of tracked seals. Also, proxy measures such
In the discussion of the results presented in Mcas measuring changes in vertical displacement when
Intyre et al. (2011a), we clearly stated that the correseals perform resting dives, as indicators of changes
lations we observed in dive behaviours of elephant
in lipid:muscle ratios (i.e. increased blubber results in
seals and water temperature were likely due to an
increased buoyancy; Biuw et al. 2003, Mitani et al.
indirect link, whereby seals were tracking prey
2010), were not considered feasible for our dataset
species which, in turn, were probably more directly
(see McIntyre et al. 2011b for a discussion of this).
influenced by water temperature. This led to the
Since the assessment of comparative duration of botspeculation that continued warming of the Southern
tom phases as an indication of forage effort is comOcean would likely result in distributional shifts of
mon in tracking studies of diving marine animals
prey species, thereby forcing elephant seals to also
(e.g. Schreer et al. 2001, Fowler et al. 2006, Bailleul et
alter their foraging behaviour. In hindsight, the title
al. 2008, Zimmer et al. 2010, Staniland et al. 2011),
of our manuscript (‘Elephant seal dive behaviour is
we consider our analysis using a time-at-depth index
influenced by ocean temperature: implications for
a valid method. Our interpretation that increased
climate change impacts on an ocean predator’) may
time spent at depth indicates increased foraging
have put undue emphasis on climate effects, rather
success is somewhat speculative, but it seems the
than focussing on the strong relationship between
most logical one given the extreme habits of elephant
elephant seal dive behaviour and temperatures at
seals, and the unlikely events of seals ignoring podepth. We appreciate the discussion that our paper
tential prey available at target depths. We agree that
has generated, but suggest that Boersch-Supan et
future investigations should take into account the
al.’s (2012) commentary is largely misplaced due to
body condition of tracked animals, in order to assess
the limited overlap in study areas between the 2
foraging success in relation to in situ environmental
studies, as well as their misinterpretation of our
variables.
discussion around the potential longer-term influBoersch-Supan et al. (2012) conclude that one
ences of ocean warming. Nonetheless, their comshould additionally take prey distributions, and
mentary has highlighted useful factors to be taken
prey-specific foraging behaviour, into account to
into account for future investigations.
assess potential climate change effects on the
behaviour of elephant seals. It would be particuAcknowledgements. We once again thank all the persons
larly useful to include prey distribution data in
involved in the deployments of satellite tags on elephant
seals at Marion Island over the past 9 yr. The Alfred
such analyses, if such data were available. The
Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research (Gerspecies-specific diet of Marion Island southern elemany), the Department of Science and Technology through
phant seals is virtually unknown (Bester et al.
the National Research Foundation (South Africa) and the
2011), much less the actual distribution of such
South African National Antarctic Programme provided
financial and logistical support.
potential prey species within the Southern Ocean.
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